
Janie’s “Route of Tradition”  ACTIVITY

5.14

LEARNING STRATEGIES:
Close Reading, Marking the 
Text, Predicting, Shared 
Reading, Graphic Organizer, 
Double-Entry Journal

Learning Targets
• Use textual evidence to track key actions and characters’ emotional responses. 

• Analyze how Hurston’s writing reflects and departs from the ideas of the Harlem 
Renaissance. 

Before Reading Chapters 7, 8, and 9
1. Review the ending of Chapter 6, beginning with “Janie did what she had never 

done before. . .” Think about what this action means to Janie’s character 
development. Turn to a partner and share your ideas.

During Reading 
2. As you read Chapters 7 and 8, give close attention to the rising actions and the 

conflicts that compound Janie’s feelings of being “a rut in the road.”

3. After reading the first two paragraphs of Chapter 7, describe how the author’s 
use of imagery expresses Janie’s sense of her marriage. How does her behavior 
at the beginning of this chapter compare to her actions at the end of Chapter 6?
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 ACTIVITY 5.14
continued

4. As you read Chapters 7 and 8, use this graphic organizer to record characters’ 
actions and emotional responses.

Important Plot Developments Adjectives to Describe Janie’s 
Emotional Response 

Chapter 7 

Chapter 8 

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

5. How are Hurston’s beliefs in the power of the individual reflected in Janie’s 
character? 

6. How does Janie’s character reflect and depart from the Harlem Renaissance? 

7. Think about the critical commentaries that are provided in the graphic organizer 
on the next page. Identify textual evidence from Chapters 7, 8, and 9 and 
complete the columns of the graphic organizer.
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Aspects of the Harlem 
Renaissance

Examples from Chapters 
7, 8, or 9

Is it a natural product of 
the ideas of a specific 

historical period in 
American literature?

Is it a departure from 
the ideas of a specific 

historical period in 
American literature?

Historical Context
“The conflict which Janie 
represents, between 
freedom or passion and 
restraint or reserve, has 
a special quality in black 
fiction. . . The condition in 
slavery was the ultimate 
restriction in which 
freedom to be oneself 
is out of the question.” 
from “Their Eyes Were 
Watching God,” by Roger 
Rosenblatt

Philosophy/Beliefs
“Some believed that it 
was the duty of black 
artists to picture their race 
in the ‘best’ possible 
light, thereby implying 
that only middle-class 
blacks were worthy of 
being depicted in art. . . . 
[James Weldon] Johnson 
shows his acceptance of 
the lower social classes
. . . as a source for 
literary materials.” from 
“Zora Neale Hurston’s 
America,” by Theresa R. 
Love.

The Arts
“Their Eyes Were 
Watching God, a novel of 
intense power, evidences 
the strength and power 
of African-American 
culture. . . . Here 
characters were outsiders 
in America because 
they were the inheritors 
of a culture different 
from that of others.” 
from “The Outsider,” by 
Addison Gayle, Jr.

 ACTIVITY 5.14
continued

Janie’s “Route of Tradition” 
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Daily Life
“In rebelling against 
the definition of black 
women and moving 
to assert her own 
individuality, Janie 
must travel the route 
of tradition.” from “The 
Outsider,” by Addison 
Gayle, Jr.

 ACTIVITY 5.14
continued

Check Your Understanding
Writing Prompt: After you have completed the graphic organizer, choose one 
aspect of the Harlem Renaissance and respond to the question: How is Zora Neale 
Hurston’s work both a natural product of and a departure from the ideas of the 
Harlem Renaissance? Be sure to:

• Create a topic sentence that defines your opinion.

• Cite textual evidence, including page numbers, to support your position.

• Write original commentary that explains how the textual evidence illustrates 
Hurston’s work as a natural product of and a departure from the ideas of the 
Harlem Renaissance.

• Provide a conclusion that follows from your position and supporting details.

My Notes
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